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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 
The OpenMRS CTC database is designed to be a system for HIV/AIDS clinics in 
Tanzania to store and analyse core data specified for collection by the National AIDS 
Control Programme as well as additional more detailed data.  It is scalable to be used by 
a large number of users on a network and to store a large quantity of data. 
 
It consists of a customised version of OpenMRS used for data entry and data storage, 
coupled with a report and export tool for generating a range of NACP specified and other 
reports as well as for exporting data to District AIDS Coordinators, Region AIDS 
coordinators and the NACP in electronic format.  

1.2 Functions 
The system allows the user to enter the following information 

• Registration details, contact details and family information of patients  
• Detailed forms for visits (adult initial, adult return, paediatric initial, paediatric 

return).  These forms contain the core visit information from the NACP CTC2 
form together with additional detailed information 

• Cancer related forms for use by Ocean Road Cancer institute 
• Basic visit forms (initial and follow-up) containing only the core information on the 

NACP CTC2 form to be used as an alternative to detailed forms where detailed 
information not available 

• Details of counselling and education given (as on back of NACP CTC2 form) 
• Updates on the status / state of patients within the HIV care program (attending 

clinic / transferred out / lost to follow up / died etc) 
 
The report and export tool provides the following outputs: 

• Data checking / validation reports 
• Lists of patients who need to be tracked for follow-up 
• A range of analysis functions for generating indicators 
• Printouts of NACP paper patient pre-ART and ART registers to allow paper 

based analysis 
• Printouts of cross sectional and cohort reports required by the NACP 
• Export to Excel to allow manual analysis 
• Export file for sending to District AIDS Coordinators / Regional AIDS 

Coordinators / NACP if electronic sending option is followed, which is compatible 
with the macro CTC3 database used at these levels. 

 
The system includes the following facilities 

• Facilities to add and manage users of the database and staff of the clinic  
• Multi-user system – facility for multiple users on different computers on a network 

to work with the system at the same time 
• Reports available for any date range specified 
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2 Installing OpenMRS CTC Database 

2.1 Installing on the server 
The installation process for the server involves installing MySQL, installing the Tanzania 
customised version of the OpenMRS database, installing Tomcat and deploying the 
OpenMRS war file.  Navicat is also installed to aid you in some MySQL management 
tasks.  However, this is not covered in detail here as University Computing Centre will 
assist you.  UCC will also assist you to import any existing data you have in the NACP 
CTC2 database into the OpenMRS CTC database. 

2.2 Installing on client computers 

2.2.1 Date format and language 
You should set the default short date format on all computers so that days come before 
months.   
 
To do this in Microsoft Windows XP, click on “Start”, “Settings” and go to the “Control 
Panel” of your computer.  Choose “regional and language options”, choose “customise” 
and click on the “date” tab.  Set the date formats so that days come before months, for 
example the short date format could be “dd-mmm-yy” and the default long date format 
could be “dd mmmm yyyy”.  Click “Apply”. 

 
In other versions of Windows the process is similar - change the setting through the 
control panel. 
 
The system also requires that the computer language setting be set to English, for the 
purposes of processing the names of months.  This can also be checked through 
“regional and language options” in the control panel. 
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2.2.2 Screen resolution 
In order to see the screens correctly, you should set the computer’s screen resolution at 
1024 x 768 or higher. 
 

 
To do this in Microsoft Windows XP click on “Start”, “Settings” and go to the “Control 
Panel” of your computer.  Click on “Display”, and choose the “Settings” tab.  Drag the 
screen resolution pointer until it shows 1024 x 768.  Click “Apply” and choose “yes” to 
the confirmation messages. 
 
In other versions of Windows the process is similar - change the setting through the 
control panel. 

2.2.3 Proprietary software installation 
Microsoft Infopath should be installed on any computer to be used for data entry.  
Microsoft Infopath is available as part of Microsoft Office Professional 2003 or above.  It 
should be installed with Service Pack 2 or later. 
 
Microsoft Access 2000 or above (i.e. 2003 or XP) to be installed on any computers using 
the report and export tool.  To check the version of Microsoft Access, open Microsoft 
Access and choose “Help”, “About Microsoft Access”. 

2.2.4 Open source software installation 
OpenMRS works best with Mozilla Firefox browser.  This should be installed on all client 
computers.  It is available at www.mozilla.com/firefox 
 
After installing firefox, you may like to add the URL 
http://servername:portnumber/openmrs to the bookmarks list so the user can easily open 
OpenMRS.  Replace servername with the name of your server computer and 
portnumber with the port number e.g. 8080 
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The MyODBC connector is used for connecting the report and export tool to the 
OpenMRS back end.  It should be installed on all computers where this tool is being 
used.  It is available at http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/odbc/3.51.html 

2.2.5 Report and Export tool installation 
• Double click the installation file Install_ReportExportTool.exe 

 
� Click the Install button.  As well as installing this will also place shortcuts on 

your desktop and start menu to the Report and Export tool. 
 
 

3 Navigation, log in and settings 
In the firefox browser choose the bookmark which points to OpenMRS (the bookmark 
should have been set up during client installation).  You will see the OpenMRS log in 
screen: 

 
 
If this is your first time using OpenMRS at your clinic, you may use the default user 
name of admin with password test.  However, as soon as possible this password should 
be changed for security reasons and the database users set up properly.   
 
If users have already been set up enter your user name and password and click log in. 
 
You will now see the OpenMRS welcome screen with the main menu across the top. 
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Ensure that “English (United Kingdom)” is selected as the locale at the bottom of the 
screen – this will ensure dates are displayed correctly. 
 
Day to day patient registration, forms entry and so on are done through the “Find/Create 
Patient” section.  Administrative tasks such as managing users are done through the 
“Administration” section. 

4 Administering users 
Under “administration” on the main menu, choose “manage users”.  You will see a list of 
users.  Users include providers (clinicians, nurses, counsellors etc), database 
administrators, data managers and data entry clerks.  All of these people should be set 
up as users in the system.  If data was imported for you from the NACP CTC2 database 
then you will see your previous staff list has been converted into a list of “provider” 
users. 
 
Click on “Add User” to add a new user.  You will be prompted to enter a name, date  of 
birth and gender.  The system will try to match these with existing records first in order to 
check the user is not already in the system.  If not, you will see the next screen where 
you can fill in the user’s details: 
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You should choose at least one role for the user.  The roles of provider and system 
developer are in core OpenMRS while the roles of data entry and database administrator 
are in the Tanzania implementation.  The role you choose for the user will determine 
what he or she is allowed to do in the system.  
 
If you want to change a role (for example add or remove privileges to the role) or create 
a new role, you can do this via the “Manage Roles” option. 
 
Once a user has been set up, and if that user then logs in, they may change their own 
password by choosing “My Profile” and “Change Login Info”. 
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5 Data entry 

5.1 Patient Registration 
To register a new patient, choose “Find/Create Patient”. 
 

 
 
Under “Create Person”, enter the name, date of birth and gender of the patient.  If you 
are not sure of the date of birth, enter an approximate age instead. 
 

 
 
You will be brought to the “short form” for patient registration.  Under ID number, you 
should choose CTC number and enter the CTC number in the new 14 digit format.  The 
format is 00-00-0000-000000.  The first two digits represent the region, the next two 
digits represent the district and the next four digits represent the facility where the patient 
first registered.  The last six digits represent the patient.  If you have the old format 
patient ID (8 digits) you should refer to the document 
“CodeConversionGuideForExistingFacilities.pdf” which is available from 
www.gf.or.tz/information/ctcdatabases.php which will show you how to convert it.  You 
should choose your own clinic under “Identifier location”.   
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You can also give the patient other identifiers by choosing “Add identifier”.  For example, 
if the patient has a hospital reference number and a TB programme ID number these are 
other identifier types which are pre-configured in your system.  You can choose “Add 
identifier”, choose the identifier type from the list and record these for the patient you are 
registering. 
 
If the date of birth is approximate ensure the “estimated” box is ticked, whereas if it is 
exact, ensure it is not ticked. 
 
Enter the village/street, ward, district and region.  Try to spell the names of these in a 
consistent way for all patients. 
 
After you have saved, you will see the patient dashboard for that patient.  In the patient 
dashboard, click on “Demographics” and at the end of the screen you will see options to 
“edit patient”. 
 

 
 
By clicking “Edit this patient” you will be able to enter the detailed registration information 
for the patient. 
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In this screen you can add the name and contact details of 10 cell leader, household 
head, village/mtaa chairperson and community support organisation among other things. 
 
It is also possible to give the patient more than one name and more than one address as 
well as more than one identifier.   
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After adding these details, the  final stage is to enrol the patient in the HIV care 
programme.  Return to the patient dashboard and choose “overview”. 
 

 
 
Choose “HIV care and treatment from the list” and enter the date enrolled and click 
“Enroll”. 

 
Then choose “Edit” and select the status of “Attending this clinic”.  Put the same date of 
enrolment in and click “Change”. 
 

5.2 Entering family information 
It is possible to enter family information (as on the back of the CTC2 paper form or in the 
detailed adult/paediatric paper forms).  In the “Overview section of the patient dashboard 
at the bottom of the screen you will see “Relationships”. 

 
Click “Add relationship”.  Choose the type of relationship to add.  Note that if the 
relationship you are looking for is not listed, it can be added in the “Administration” 
section of the database using “ 
 
If the relative is already registered in the system, you can select them by using the 
“Select” button.  If the relative is not registered yet, however, you should register him/her 
as a person in the same way as a patient is registered, but do not give him/her a CTC 
number, instead give him/her a relative number.  You can also fill in the relative’s HIV 
status in the short registration screen.  You will then be able to select him/her as a 
relative to the patient. 
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5.3 Searching for a patient and viewing the patient  dashboard 
In order to work on a patient (enter forms, manage observations, update status etc) you 
must first search for the patient.  Choose “Find/Create Patient”.  Enter some letters of his 
or her name and a list of patients matching will appear.  

 
 
Click on the patient you want and you will see that patient’s “patient dashboard”. 

 
 
The options in the patient dashboard which you will be using most are “Overview”, 
“Encounters”, “Demographics” and “Forms”. 
 

5.4 Entering forms 
To enter a form for a patient, search for the patient and go to his/her patient dashboard 
as above.  Then click “Forms”. 
 
The forms available to you are: 

• Adult initial form 
• Adult return form 
• Counselling form 
• CTC2 initial form 
• CTC2 return form 
• Paediatric initial form 
• Paediatric return form 

 
Ocean Road Cancer institute will also have a range of cancer forms available. 
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The following forms: 
• Adult initial form 
• Adult return form 
• Paediatric initial form 
• Paediatric return form 

are detailed forms which contain both the basic information from the NACP CTC2 form 
and also the more detailed information to be colleted during encounters.  You should use 
these forms if the paper detailed form was filled out during the visit. 
 
The following forms: 

• CTC2 initial form 
• CTC2 return form 

contain only the data points from the NACP CTC2 blue paper card.  The initial form 
contains some data points from the top of the card (e.g. prior exposure) as well as all the 
data points in one row of the visits section of the card.  The return form contains only the 
data points in one row of the visits section of the card.  You should use these forms if the 
paper detailed forms for the visit are not available. 
 
Note you should not use the CTC2 forms if the detailed paper forms were filled in for the 
visit, as the data points on the CTC2 forms are included in the detailed forms. 
 
There is also a form 

• Counselling form 
which is used for filling the “Follow-up education, Support and Preparation for ARV 
Therapy” counselling sessions as filled on the back of the CTC2 form. 
 
To select a form, choose “forms” on the patient dashboard of the patient.  Underneath 
the forms which have been entered already for the patient you will see a list of forms 
available in the system.  You can search for it by entering a few letters of the form’s 
name, or simply click on the form name.  You will get a message to open the form in MS 
Inpath or to save it.  Choose Open and OK.  The form will open in MS Infopath. 
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You will see the main window containing the form and a window on the right hand side 
called the task pane where is used for some special functions. 
 
The patient’s name and CTC number (and sometimes date of birth and sex, depending 
on the form) will be filled in and cannot be edited here – they must be edited in the web 
interface if they are wrong. 
 
The following fields are compulsory to enter: 

• Visit date (at the top) 
• Encounter location (at the top) 
• Clinician (at the botton) 

If you try submitting a form without filling in these you will get an error message. 
 

To choose the visit date click the calendar button  beside the visit date box and 
choose a date from the calendar. 
 
To choose an encounter location, simply select your clinic from the list of clinics. 
 
To choose a clinician (at the bottom of the form), click the “Select Clinician” button. 
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In the task pane on the right hand side you will see: 

 
(If you do not see this straight away, you may be asked to log in again with your 
OpenMRS user name and password in the task pane first). 
 
Click on the provider/clinician and his/her name will appear in the clinician box at the 
bottom of the form.  If there is a long list of clinicians you can use the search box to find 
the correct one. 
 
Most of the detailed forms look almost exactly like the equivalent paper forms.  The 
exception is that in some places you will be told that the information should be entered in 
the web interface and not the infopath form (e.g. addresses, family information). 
 
The CTC2 forms contain the data points from the paper CTC2 form but arranged 
downwards instead of across ways like in the paper form. 
 
The different types of controls on the forms are: 

• option buttons like this: .  You can only select one option button in a set of 
option buttons. 

 
• Tick boxes like this: .  You can select as many tick boxes as are appropriate. 

 
 

• Text boxes like this: .  In text boxes you can write either text or 
numbers.  However, some fields on the form will only accept numbers so if you 
try to enter text it will be marked in red and you will get an error when you try to 
submit the form. 

Wrong:  

Right:  
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• Date fields like this:   Click on the button and select a date 
from the calendar: 

 
 

• Drop down lists like this: 

 
Choose the appropriate item from the list. 
 

• Repeating tables with “choose” buttons like this: 

 
These tools allow you to select one or more answers to the question from the 
concept dictionary in OpenMRS.  When you click the button you will see a search 
box in the task pane on the right (you may be asked to enter your OpenMRS 
login and password again first): 
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When you choose one it will go in the list on the form.  You can then click the 
“Choose” button again if you wish to add another item to the list and the selected 
concept will appear underneath the first: 

 
To remove an item from the list, right mouse click it and choose “remove”. 
In some repeating tables you will see extra columns to the right.  Here you 
should enter the additional information required about the item you have 
selected: 
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Fields on the forms you should pay particular attention to as they are very important for 
analysis are: 

• Prior exposure (on all the initial forms).  If you choose “Transfer in (with 
records)” or “Prior Therapy (transfer in without records)” and if the patient 
was on ART at the other clinic, you should enter the date they started ART at 
the other clinic. 

• Weight 
• WHO clinical stage 
• Pregnant (yes/no) 
• Functional status 
• TB status 
• ARV status 
• ARV reason (ensure you  choose a reason corresponding to the chosen 

ARV status) 
• ARV regimen (only fill this in if the ARV status is start, change or continue) 
• CD4 count / % 

Prior exposure is on the adult initial, paediatric initial and CTC2 initial forms while all the 
other fields above are on adult initial and return, paediatric initial return and CTC2 initial 
and return forms. 
 
After filling in the  form, click the “Submit” button and you should see the message “Form 
successfully submitted”. 
 
After submitting a form if you realise you have made a mistake, you cannot edit via the 
infopath form again.  Instead, go to either “encounters” or “forms” on the patient 
dashboard.  If you do not see the encounter listed, wait a few minutes, as it takes a few 
minutes after form submission for the form to be fully processed. 
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Click “Edit” beside the encounter to see a list of observations collected on that 
encounter. 
 

 
 
Using this screen, you can edit the encounter details, edit an observation or add a new 
observation.  This screen is also a good way of checking if the data you entered in the 
Infopath form has been correctly recorded in the database. 

5.5 Updating Patients’ Status 
As mentioned in the section on registering a patient, when you register a patient you 
should enrol them in the HIV care and treatment program and set their status to 
“Attending this clinic”. 
 
Subsequently, you should update the patient’s status every time you receive news that a 
patient’s status has changed through doing follow-up, through home based care 
programmes and NGOs etc.   
 
To do this, go to the patient dashboard and choose “Overview”. 
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Under programs next to HIV Care and Treatment choose “Edit”.  In the box choose the 
new status and enter the date the status changed and click “Change”. 
 
If the new status is “Patient died” then the date should be the date of death, or estimated 
date of death.  You should then remember to also record this in the patient form.  Go to 
the “Demographics” section of the patient dashboard and choose “Edit this patient”.  
Scroll down and tick “deceased”.  Then enter the date of death here also. 
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6 Using the Report and Export Tool 

6.1 Opening, configuration, navigation  

6.1.1 Opening the Report and Export Tool  
Choose Report and Export Tool from the shortcut on your desktop or start button.  You 
will see the following login screen: 

 
Note that the logins and passwords for the Report and Export tool are different from 
those of OpenMRS itself.  Type your user name and password.  If you logging in for the 
first time, log in as username “admin” and password “ctc”.  Later, you should set up 
users and change your password.  Otherwise you will be given your user name by the 
administrator and your password will initially be blank. 

6.1.2 Configuring the tool 
The first time (and the first time only) you open the tool on a given computer and log in, 
you will be prompted to configure it by specifying which facility is using this installation of 
the tool. 

 
 

Choose the region in which your facility is, its district and the facility name.  Click OK. 
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6.1.3 Navigating through the menu system 
When you open the tool you will see the switchboard with the main menu as follows: 

 
 
Your facility name will appear at the top. 
 
Some of the buttons lead to a sub menu (for example the data entry submenu).  If you 
wish to return from a submenu to a higher level menu or from another screen to a menu, 
use the return button  

. 
Pressing the return buttons repeatedly on each screen or submenu will lead you back to 
the main menu.  To return directly to the main menu from any submenu click the “Home” 
button. 

 
 

3.1.4 Logging off or exiting 
To exit the tool at any time click the “Exit Database” button on the switchboard. 

 
 
If one user wishes to log off and another user wishes to log in on the same computer 
without exiting the database, you may do so by clicking the “Log off” button. 
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6.2 Importing data from OpenMRS 
The Report and Export tool works by importing relevant data from OpenMRS on the 
server into a local file (CTC2dataV4.mdb) on the computer you are using.  It then uses 
this local version of the data to run reports and export processes.  This data file 
(CTC2dataV4.mdb) cannot be opened directly, but can only be linked to via the Report 
and Export tool. 
 
If you are planning to run the report or export features and if the OpenMRS data has 
been changed or added to since the last time you used the tool, you should re-import the 
data. 
 
Click “Import from OpenMRS”.  You will get a screen with the OpenMRS connection 
parameters (password hidden by asterixes).  If the database administrator has set up 
these parameters for you on a previous occasion, there is no need to change them and 
simply click “Link”, otherwise ask the database administrator to fill in the parameters for 
you. 
 
You will get a message asking if you wish to delete the existing data in CTC2dataV4 and 
replace with newly imported data from OpenMRS.  Click “Yes”.  Allow a minute or two for 
the import process to complete and you will get a message “Import completed”. 

6.3 Printouts 

6.3.1 Printouts introduction 
The printouts menu has five options, the first of which is a data check report and the 
other four of which lead to sub-menus. 
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For all the printouts, some general points apply:  

 
• To print choose “file”, “print” from the menu or right mouse click the report and 

choose “print” 
• You may export the printout to another application, for example a word 

processor, a spreadsheet program or a snapshot viewer file.  To export to a word 
processor, choose “rich text format” (.rtf) in the “files of type” box.  Note that 
snapshot viewer preserves more formatting than .rtf but is not always available 
on all computers.  If you have Adobe Acrobat Writer or PDF creator (see 
www.pdf-creator.net) you can “print” to Adobe and thereby create a .pdf file 
preserving all formatting. 

• To return to the switchboard menu press the escape key on your keyboard. 
 
Note that some of the printouts may take several seconds or minutes to display 
depending on the type of report, the time range and the amount of data in your system.   
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6.3.2 Data check 
This report shows some of the most common errors and missing data.  You will be given 
a list of errors: 

 
You can tick the errors you want to check for and untick the errors you don’t want to 
check for.  If you select errors from the list which relate to visits (except for the error 
relating to visits before 2004), you will be prompted for a date range – the printout will 
show only errors on visits during that date range.  The error report will show a list of all 
patients who have patient or status errors together with all visits within the date range 
which have visit errors. 
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6.3.3 General printouts 

 
 
The list of patients who have not visited recently prints a list of the patients who have not 
visited in the past specified amount of time, whose recent status is either “Attending this 
clinic” or “Lost to follow-up”. 

 
You can enter the time period in months, weeks or days by clicking the appropriate 
button and then entering a number in the box beside it.  The patients IDs will be listed. 
 
For the List of Appointments printout, you can choose option “all appointments” or 
“missed appointments” and it lists all the appointments or the missed appointments in a 
particular period.  You can use the “all appointments” list and enter tomorrow’s date in 
the “from” and “to” boxes and you will get a list of appointments scheduled for tomorrow.  
If you print a list of appointments for a past period, the printout ticks which appointments 
were kept to (the patient visited on the day appointed) – the ones which are not ticked 
are the missed appointments. 
 
The Demographic Analysis report is a flexible report that produces a table of numbers of 
patients who have not died and who meet specific criteria broken down by age and sex.   
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You can choose one of the eight criteria options listed above.   If you choose one 
requiring a date or dates, you will be prompted for the date(s).  If you choose the report 
breaking down the numbers with a specific status, you will be prompted for the status.  
You can also specify the age groups for the breakdown.  Change the numbers on the 
right hand side or delete or add rows and the left hand side will adjust accordingly.  
Delete an age group by clicking on the record selector and pressing the delete key on 
your keyboard. 
 
The patients’ status report counts the number of patients with each status as of the date 
entered (“Attending this clinic”, “Lost to follow-up”, “Died” etc) and breaks them down 
according to whether they were on ARVs on their most recent visit before the date 
entered or not.  It also breaks down into adults and children (<15) and by sex. 
 
The patients’ classifications printout shows the number of patients in each classification 
as of a given date, broken down by sex and adult/child. 
 
Most of the other reports prompt you for a date range, and the report will be applicable 
for that date range: 
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The visits report shows the number of initial visits and follow-up visits received by the 
clinic during a time period.  It also shows the number of distinct patients visiting during a 
period. 
 
The Source of Referrals report shows the number of patients who visited for the first time 
during a period from each referral source. 
 
The geographical printout shows the number and percentage of patient located in 
different regions, districts and wards. 
 
The summary for period report shows: 

o the number of patients at the beginning and end of the period (defined as the 
number patients who had ever visited and had not died) 

o the number of patients on ARVs at the beginning and end of the period (defined 
as the number of patients who were on ARVs on their most recent visit before the 
beginning/end of period and who had not died) 

o the number of patients who visited the clinic for the first time during the period 
o the number of patients who began ARVs for the first time during the period 
o the number of patients who died during the period who had been on ARVs on 

their most recent visit 
o the number of patients who died during the period who had not been on ARVs on 

their most recent visit 
Each number is broken down by adult/child and sex. 
 
The PEPFAR report produces the data items required by the PEPFAR track 1 report.  
Note that in the “Export for Analysis” feature described below, you can also get full lists 
of the patients and CD4 counts which were used to calculate each item.  
 
The ARV Status and Reasons report shows the number and percentages of patients 
with each ARV status and reason on their most recent visit during a time period.  
 
The ARV Status and TB status report shows the number of people on and not on ARVs 
broken down by their TB status and percentages of patients with each ARV status and 
TB status on their most recent visit during a time period. 
 
The ARV Status and adherence report shows the number of people with different ARV 
status broken down by their adherence rating on their most recent visit during the period.   
For those with poor adherence, it counts the number of times different reasons were 
given for poor adherence. 
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The ARV Status and Reasons – pregnant report shows the number and percentages of 
patients who were pregnant on their most recent visit during a time period with each 
ARV status and reason. 
 
The list of pregnant women shows a list of all women who were pregnant during the 
specified time period, together with the visit dates on which they were noted to be 
pregnant and their ARV status on that date, and together with their due dates. 
 
The Non-ARV medication report shows the number of visits where different non-ARV 
medications were recorded, and also shows the number of patients who received 
different non-ARV medications. 
 
The TB by sex and age shows the TB status of patients on their most recent visit during 
a period, broken down by adult/child and by sex. 
 
The CD4 report prompts for the following criteria: 

 
Type a date in the “As of” date box.  Choose whether you want to see the CD4 results 
for adults or children.  Enter an interval number to see the CD4 results grouped 
according to that interval. 
 
The staging report looks at the stage of each patient as of the specified date using two 
methods – one looking at AIDS defining events and the other looking at the WHO stage 
recorded directly.  It then shows numbers of patients at each stage using each of the two 
criteria. 
 
The Aids Defining Events and Problems reports shows the number of times different 
AIDS Defining events and Symptoms and side effects were recorded during a period. 
 
The referrals to outside reports counts the number of referrals made to each type of 
service during a period. 
 
The education and support report counts the number of times each topic was recorded 
as being discussed with patients. 
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6.3.4 ARV printouts 

 
The Cumulative on ARVs report shows the total number of people who were ever on 
ARVs, broken down by adult/child and sex and by number of months they stayed on 
ARVs. 
 
The ARV cohort status report takes as a cohort all the patients who started ARVs for the 
first time in a particular month.  (If the patient transferred in on ARVs, the date started 
ARVs on the transfer in record is used). It then shows, of those, how many were still on 
ARVs on the soonest visit after the specified date, how many were not and how many 
have unknown ARV status (e.g. if they have not visited after the end of the period and 
they have not died, their ARV status will be unknown).  For these unknown ARV status 
patients, it shows their most recent follow-up status as of the specified date. 
 
The ARV regimen report shows the numbers and percentages of visits where different 
ARV regimens were recorded.  Note that it counts visits, not patients. 
 
The ARV regimen by Adult/Child report counts the numbers of patients on each regimen 
on their most recent visit during the period.   It shows regimens for adults (15 years or 
older), children 3 years or over and children less than 3 years separately.  It also shows 
for each regimen whether it is recommended for first line, second line, adverse reactions 
or not approved for that age group.    
 
The weight after starting ARVs report analyses weight gain/loss after starting ARVs.  It 
takes as a cohort the number of adults (older than 18 years) who started ARVs during a 
date range. (If the patient transferred in on ARVs, the date started ARVs on the transfer 
in record is used).  It then shows their average weight gain and median weight gain in 
various intervals after starting ARVs.  It also shows for a particular interval, how many 
gained more than the weight benchmark.  You can enter a weight benchmark 
percentage or leave it at its default of 10%. 
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The TB while on ARVs report takes as a cohort the number of patients who were on 
ARVs during the period.  It then shows how many and what percentage of these had TB 
before starting ARVs or got TB after starting ARVs, broken down by how many months 
after starting ARVS they got TB. 
 
The CD4 after starting ARVs report takes as a cohort all patients seven years and over 
who started ARVs for the first time during a period. (If the patient transferred in on ARVs, 
the date started ARVs on the transfer in record is used).   It shows how many of these 
had a baseline CD4 count (taken three months before or two weeks after starting ARVs, 
or on the transfer in record) and calculates the median baseline CD4 count.  It then looks 
at the data for approximately one month after starting ARVs (defined as 2-6 weeks after 
starting ARVs), approximately two months after starting ARVs (6-12 weeks after starting 
ARVs) etc.  It counts how many patients had a follow up CD4 taken within that period, 
and calculates the average and median CD4s.  It also shows how many patients had a 
CD4 gain greater than the benchmark entered. 
 
The visit frequency after starting ARVs report prompts you for a period and a number of 
months.  It takes the patients who started ARVs during that period and counts how many 
times they visited in the following number of months after starting ARVs.  It shows two 
frequency tables – one for visits on ARVs after starting ARVs and the other for any visits 
after starting ARVs. 

6.3.5 Registers printouts 
The aim of the NACP registers is to facilitate paper based analysis of data.  However, 
they can also be useful for computerized sites to gain a visual diagram which lists 
patients downwards and shows time across.  The patients listed are those with a 
common feature – those who were enrolled in the same month (pre-ART register) or 
those who started ART in the same month (ART register).  For the pre-ART registers, 
patients are sorted by enrollment date.  For the ART registers, patients who transfer in 
on ART are shown on the bottom of the printout of the month when they started ART at 
the other clinic, all others are sorted by the date they started ART.  Note that these 
registers can take time to display, especially if it is a large cohort or if your computer is a 
slow computer.  If this is the case, be patient and wait for the report and do not shut the 
program down or turn off the computer prematurely. 
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Because the NACP paper registers are printed on large sized paper but most computers 
commonly print on A4 size paper, the printouts are designed for A4 paper and modified 
slightly accordingly.  However, if you print out different parts of the same register for the 
same cohort separately and line them up across a table, the rows will correspond. 
 
The pre-ART register page 1 shows the left hand side of the pre-ART register, showing 
the details of each patient enrolling in the facility during the month, their progression 
through WHO stages, their use of non-ARV medication and the dates they become 
eligible and ready for ART. 

 
 
The pre-ART cohort tracking (quarterly) shows information for each quarter for patients 
who enrolled during the cohort month and who are still in the pre-ART register during 
that quarter (have not moved onto ART).   It follows patients for four years, which can be 
the four years immediately after enrollment or any other four year period selected.  It 
shows the number of times they visited during the quarter, their status if it has changed, 
and their most recent CD4 and TLC counts taken during the quarter. 
 
The ART page 1 report shows basic information for each patient who started ART during 
the month, their status at the time they started ART, use of other medication and their 
initial regimen. 
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The ARV cohort tracking (monthly) report prints a list of patients who began ARVs for 
the first time during a particular month.  For each patient it then tracks their ARV status 
and regimen over a year-and-a-half time period.  The period can start from the month 
the patients began on ARVs, or can start at a later month.  The information shown for 
each month is the ARV status (most recent during month), the ARV reason (most recent 
during month), the ARV regimen (most recent during month) and the patient status (most 
recent during month if changed during month). 
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The ARV cohort tracking report (six monthly) tracks patients from a cohort over five 
years on a six monthly basis.  It shows their ARV status, ARV reason, ARV regimen,  
patient status, functional status, CD4 count, weight (all most recent during the six 
months) and number of visits during each six month period. 

 
 
The CTC3 printout produces the CTC3 form for a particular period for sending to the 
district AIDS coordinator, the regional AIDS coordinator and/or NACP.  It should be 
noted that it is better to send an electronic version of the CTC3 rather than the paper 
version to save data entry at higher levels.  However, you may wish to print out the 
CTC3 to view what information you are sending or if the district or regional AIDS 
coordinator does not use the CTC3 database.   
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6.3.6 NACP report printouts 

 
 

The NACP has stipulated a number of official reports which care and treatment facilities 
are expected to report to the District, the Region and the NACP.  For facilities using the 
CTC2 database, it is recommended that you send an export file instead of paper reports 
(see the section of this manual on sending export files).  However if your district or 
region does not use the macro CTC3 database, you can send them printouts of your 
report instead.  For best results, you should do a data check printout and correct 
mistakes and omissions (see the data check printout section of this manual) before 
running the reports. 
 
Tables 1 and 2 are produced monthly. 
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Tables 3 and 4 are produced quarterly. 

 
You can also produce the same figures as are used in these tables in another format.  
This other format combines items from all four tables.  In the dates boxes, for a month, 
put the first and last date of the month, while for a quarter, put the first and last day of 
the quarter.  It also gives item numbers which correspond to the item numbers in the 
export to excel feature.  It also gives a fuller definition of each number. 
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There are two alternative display options for the cohort analysis report.  The option “six 
cohorts – two years” prompts you to choose the first cohort.  It will display the report for 
the cohort of this month and for five extra cohort months.  For each cohort, it will display 
a column for the cohort month and for 6 months, 12 months and 24 months after the 
cohort month (although the column will be blank if it is in the future).  The option “one 
cohort – six years” prompts you to choose a cohort.  It will display the report for this 
cohort for 6 months, 12 months, 24 months, 36 months, 48 months, 60 months and 72 
months after the cohort month.  These reports can take time to display – please allow 
time for the computer to do the necessary calculations. 
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There is still an option to print a CTC3 paper form, which was the old NACP reporting 
format. 
 

6.4 Export for analysis 
The system also includes a feature for you to export data to a separate unsecured MS 
Access file or to MS Excel where you can do your own analysis. 

 
 

You can export any of the raw data from the system into Excel as displayed above.  The 
exports do not contain patient names or contact details for confidentiality reasons.   
 
You can also export all the data in the system into a separate, unsecured MS Access file 
(excluding patient names and contact details, relative names and user administration).  
You can use this file do to your own queries and reports. 
 
You can also export a full list of the patients which were counted to produce the various 
NACP cross sectional report counts, NACP cohort report counts and PEPFAR report 
counts, together with their CD4s if appropriate.  Note that for the NACP cross sectional 
reports, the NACP item number quoted is the number on the “other format” report.  This 
export facility allows you to see exactly which patients were counted up to produce a 
specific number on a report.  You will be prompted for a time period (in the case of 
NACP cross sectional and PEPFAR reports) or a cohort month and a tracking month (in 
the case of NACP cohort analysis). 
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When you click OK, you will be prompted for a folder to export to.  After exporting, you 
can then open the export file using MS Access or MS Excel or transfer the data to any 
other analysis software. 

6.5 Export to District / Region / NACP 
To export data in CTC3 format to the District AIDS Coordinator the Regional AIDS 
Coordinator and/or the NACP click on “Export to District / Region / NACP” from the main 
menu.  You will get a message telling you in which folder the export file has been placed 
(usually C:\NACP\ExportCTC3).  The file will be named ExportCTC3 followed by your 
facility code followed by the date the export was performed.   When you perform an 
export, only the types of information required by higher levels are exported and not other 
details such as names etc.  All the patients and visits are exported.  When the 
district/region/NACP imports the data, their system will automatically add patients and 
visits which they did not previously import, and update any patients and visits which 
have been changed.   

6.6 Utilities 
It is the role of the administrator to manage users.  This means assigning user names 
and passwords to different people who have access to the tool (in fact, it is indirectly 
controlling access to the data file CTC2dataV4.mdb). 
 
If you are the administrator, you can access the manage users screen from the Utilities 
menu. 

 
There are several levels of access that can be assigned: 

• Level 1 is for users who can print and export information from the system but 
cannot re-import data from OpenMRS. 

• Level 2 is for users who can perform import from OpenMRS and print and export. 
• Level 3 is for a system administrator.  This person can perform all the functions in 

the tool including creating new users. 
 
To create a new user, type their full name (for your future reference), their login name 
(which is the name they will enter in the login screen) and choose the access you are 
assigning to them. 
 
When you create a user, their password will initially be blank.  The new user should log 
in with no password and they will be prompted to change their password. 
 

You can delete a user by choosing the record selector  and pressing the delete key 
on your keyboard.  Those login details will no longer be valid.  Note that you cannot 
delete you own login details.  Note also that at any one time, there should be at least 
one person who has administrator (level 3) access.  If all users with administrator access 
forget their login names or passwords it is necessary to contact UCC. 
 
You can change the access level for a user by simply choosing a new access level next 
to their login details.  You can also update or correct their full name.  If you change a 
login name you should inform the user, otherwise they will not be able to login using their 
old login name. 
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Only the user himself/herself can change his/her own password.  It is important that 
when a new user uses the system for the first time they change their password from 
blank to a real password.  Type the old password (or leave blank if the old password is 
blank) and the type the new password twice. 

 
 
Normally the tool is linked to its data file (CTC2dataV4,mdb) automatically.  However, if 
you choose to place your data file somewhere else, or if all users of the tool wish to link 
to the same data file, you can change the path of the file you are linked to. 
 

 
 
To link the data file, click browse, go to the location of CTC2dataV4.mdb and then click 
“Link Data File”.  You will be informed if the linking is successful.  
 
You can quickly see which data file you are linked to at the bottom of the switchboard 
menu. 
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7 Backup 
It is very important to back up your OpenMRS data regularly, and to store these back 
ups in a secure external location. 
 
Backup should be done by the database administrator using MySQL directly.  To do a 
backup go to the server machine.   Open the command prompt (Start, Run and type cmd 
and OK).  type “cd c:\program files\mysql\mysql server 5.0\bin” and enter.  Type  
“mysqldump --quick -u root -p openmrs > 
c:\OpenMRSBackups\OpenMRSbackup11jul07.sql” and press enter but replace the date 
in the file name with today’s date.  When the command prompt reappears the backup is 
finished and you will find the backup SQL file in c:\OpenMRSBackups.  You can then 
copy it to an external location like a CD or flash disk.  It may be useful to zip it first so it 
occupies a smaller space on disk. 
 
If you lose or delete data and you want to restore the data from back up files, please 
contact University Computing Centre for assistance. 


